Questions for Wirecard AG

1. Who owns the Emerging Markets Investment Fund 1A? Why did Wirecard do the 10/27/15 transactions partially through EMIF?

2. The press release announcing the Great Indian purchase says the “StarGlobal” brand is part of the deal, but no regulatory filings prior to that date suggest any ownership connection to GI Retail Group. Please explain how Star Global was considered part of the GI Retail Group as of October 2015?

3. Did Wirecard fund EMIF to purchase Goomo and Orbit? What is the relationship between Goomo and Orbit, and Great Indian Retail Group?

4. If Hermes was purchased for about €37 million, how could it be responsible “above all” for an increase of €273 million in Goodwill, per your 2015 annual report?

5. What is the relationship between Wirecard and Senjo?

6. In the 9/26/14 Investment Note that JM Financial used to obtain prospective interest in purchasing Hermes in the fall of 2014, it sought a purchase price of about €46 million. Can you briefly describe what occurred in the 13 month period to make Great Indian Retail (i.e. Hermes) and the 60% stake in Great Indian Technology five-times more valuable?